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Abstract—A chatbot is a machine with conversational
capabilities that tries to resemble a person. In the 90s the
A.L.I.C.E. chatbot was created, showing significant advances
over its predecessors. Since then, different progress has been
made until, thanks to the advancement of technology, the
development of current improved models has been achieved.
However, now special attention is being paid to chatbots
having affective recognition capabilities to enrich the user ex-
perience, which is an understudied area. This paper overviews
state-of-the-art works on recognition of speaker’s emotions
and intentions and proposes to design a speech acts-based
model of a chatbot that can interpret human emotions in
text and give a coherent response in content and the expressed
feelings. A set of techniques will be included in the design to
recognize both the user’s emotions and her intentions when
expressing herself.

Index Terms—Chatbot, emotion recognition, intention
recognition, speech acts

I. INTRODUCTION

A chatbot is a machine with conversational capabilities
that tries to resemble a person [1]. This is the idea origi-
nally put forward by Alan Turing (1950) in the Imitation
game [2], now called the Turing test.

One of the early efforts to simulate human conversation
was made in 1966 with the ELIZA chatbot [3] designed
by Joseph Weizenbaum, being this the first time that a
machine engaged in a brief conversation with a person
by recognizing keywords and using a rule-based approach
for generating its responses, but in the end without truly
understanding [4]. This development was followed by the
PARRY chatbot [5] in 1972 which showed an improvement
over ELIZA. Although PARRY gives responses due to
a system of emotional responses and some assumptions
[6], at the time of this development, researchers still did
not consider that a chatbot or a dialog system must have
affective recognition. It took almost three decades to start
work on including emotions in chatbots [7].

In the mid-90s, the A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Inter-
net Computer Entity) chatbot was created by Richard Wal-
lace [8] showing significant advances over its predecessors.
This chatbot was developed using Artificial Intelligence
Markup Language (AIML), it generates responses by rec-
ognizing various patterns in its input, winning the Loebner

Prize several times, but still unable to pass the Turing test
[9]. The work on chatbots continued giving rise to Personal
Assistants (PAs) such as Apple Siri1, Microsoft Cortana2,
Amazon Alexa3, Google Assistant4. These PAs access a
wide range of sources to retrieve information necessary to
generate responses, they show a better understanding of
the user input and allow for a more flexible interaction,
however, in general, still do not meet user expectations
[10].

Currently, there is a growing demand for chatbots which
can be widely used in different areas, such as customer
service, healthcare, and education [11]. Dialogue systems
have become popular because they can reduce operating
costs and handle multiple users at the same time, requiring
minimal supervision. This has led to the development of
new technologies, strategies for their efficient implemen-
tation [12], and their quality evaluation [13]. Also, special
attention is now paid to affective recognition capabilities
as there is evidence that systems capable of expressing
emotions improve user experience [14], but as of today,
this issue still remains understudied.

Chatbots are expected to continue to grow in use,
reaching a $2 trillion market by 2024 [15], as they are a
cost-effective way for businesses to serve their customers
24/7 [16]. According to Wolk [17], conversational agents
must be fast enough to avoid frustration and have the
ability to answer simple answers accurately. He continues
to say that it would be also desirable if chatbots could
provide a unique personalized experience for each client,
build lasting relationships, and obtain positive feedback.
Wolk suggests that this would be achieved if chatbots were
capable of processing customer intents. Unfortunately, this
is not yet feasible, or not without an uncertain risk of error.

Upon our literature review, it was found that few studies
tried to address the problems described in the previous
paragraphs concerning the development of empathetic chat-
bots, and researchers agree that there is still much to be

1https://www.apple.com/siri/
2https://www.microsoft.com /en-us/cortana
3https://developer.amazon.com/en-GB/alexa
4https://assistant.google.com/
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done [18]. This imposes great challenges involving various
areas of computer science, one of such challenges is the
difficulty to classify informal or short chat messages with
a high degree of language creativity, also misspellings
and expressions of feelings without real intentions [19].
Another challenge is fluctuations and ambiguities in human
mood which makes it difficult to create a single standard
to encode emotions [20].

A good start in recognizing user intentions in a dialogue
is to analyze them with respect to their classification in the
Speech Act Theory (SAT) [21]. The authors of [22] state
that “SAT conceptualizes all forms of speech as acts and
suggests interpretations of communicated words require
recognition of a higher-order linguistic context”, so, in
addition to continuing with the solid line of research on
emotion recognition techniques, the advances in the field of
linguistics should be taken into consideration, particularly,
speech acts classification, thus providing a better analysis
tool, hopefully leading to better results.

This paper presents an overview of chatbot technologies
designed along the lines of two approaches, i.e., recognition
of emotions and recognition of intentions, and further
proposes a solution for a novel modular model of a chatbot
system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II
offers an overview of related works giving the background
of the employed technologies as well as explaining some
important concepts related to this research. Subsection
II-A highlights theories on emotions and mentions diverse
chatbot technologies to incorporate emotions and their
implementation techniques. Subsection II-B illustrates the
issue of intention recognition. Section III provides an
analysis and the proposed solution for the design of a new
modular model of a chatbot system. Finally, section IV
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS & BACKGROUND

A. Emotion Recognition

Psychology has dedicated an arduous effort to try to clar-
ify the multidimensional phenomenon of human emotions,
this is reflected in the development of various theories to
explain it [23]. Emotions are reactions of the body to cer-
tain stimuli, such reactions are impulsive and unconscious,
unlike feelings, which occur after perceiving physical
changes resulting from emotions [24]. A limited number
of basic emotions is distinguished, but their inventory is
different in different theoretical models. Among them, two
models are most used: Ekman’s basic emotions [25] and
Plutchik’s wheel of emotions [26].

In the Ekman’s model, six basic emotions are contem-
plated: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise [27].
Sometimes another emotion is added to the model, which
is contempt [28]. However, in our study, only the first six
will be considered as consistent and coinciding to the most
with other authors [29]. The simplicity of the Ekman’s
model makes it ideal to work with, this is one of its main
strengths.

The Plutchik’s model is a result of a multidimensional
approach, where there are four pairs of opposite axes
and emotions are defined as points along these axes.
Each emotion is determined by an emotional axis and

its intensity; the pairs of axes are joy-sadness, anger-fear,
trust-disgust, and surprise-anticipation. For Plutchik, those
are the primary emotions, all the other emotions are their
combinations.

Emotion recognition in text is a difficult and challenging
task. Some researchers tried to address it by defining it
as an emotion identification problem approaching it from
different perspectives. The work of Zhou et al. [30] was the
first attempt to include the emotional factor in conversation
generation at a large scale, where the authors proposed an
emotional chatting machine (ECM) capable of generating
responses relevant with respect to the user’s utterance
content as well as her emotions. The ECM was based on
a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model implementing it
with gated recurrent units.

After Zhou’s work, Asghar et al. [31] proposed an
improvement over it using a Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) model. The model recognized the user’s emotion
in the affective words of the input statements by means of
various inference criteria and objective functions designed
to this effect.

Song et al. [14] highlights the desire for dialogue sys-
tems to have the ability to express emotions during con-
versations for greater user satisfaction. They proposed an
emotional dialogue system using a seq2seq model based on
LSTM as well as on a lexical-based attention mechanism to
determine the emotion with which to respond in an explicit
or implicit way.

Another work also developed a model with LSTM, but at
this time taking advantage of the benefits of the Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary [32]. Ghosh
et al. [33] used LIWC to recognize affective features
according to keyword spotting; their model generates a
sequence of words corresponding to the emotion as well
as to the context.

On occasions, chatbots’ responses are repetitive, mind-
less, and lack human touch [34]. The research of [35]
tried to avoid this drawback by employing a Conditional
Variational Autoencoder-based (CVAE-based) model. The
model generated more meaningful sentences with emo-
tional diversity improving the performance shown by a
seq2seq model alone. CVAE achieved this but not without
a price: often correct syntax and grammar were compro-
mised [35]. The model built in [36] tried to select the
most adequate responses considering grammar, context,
and emotion, and the model reported in [37] was capable
of generating different and consistent responses, using a
latent space variable.

Zhou et al. [38] assured that in the development of con-
versational agents, it was necessary to consider emotions
within human-agent interactions. They presented a neural
model to generate responses in a supervised fashion, which
produced sentences with affective diversity of two types:
specified and unspecified emotion.

In another study [18], under the premise that empathic
responses are to be generated by imitating the user’s emo-
tions, a chatbot based on an encoder-decoder transformer
was created including some randomness in its emotional
responses to obtain a greater variety. The authors argued
that there was still much to improve.

Lastly, concerning techniques for emotion recognition,1468



the authors of [39] mention that companion robots would
be expected to show more empathy, which can assist
them in detecting different emotions. Their approach was
based on an analysis of three aspects to determine human
emotion: 1) images (facial expression), 2) audio, and 3)
text. Using deep learning, they implemented a prototype
system of empathetic robots, believing that one day robots
will be able to understand our emotions and even become
our friends.

B. Intention Recognition

To recognize intentions in a dialogue, let’s begin with
their classification under SAT, which states that the speaker
uses language to convey meaning as well as intentions, i.e.,
what she wants to communicate through words, sentences,
and their relationships [40].

A speech act is a statement that the speaker produces to
achieve an intended effect, and according to [41] speech
acts can be of three types: 1) locutives acts, which are
current declarative acts, that is, utterances to simply express
facts (e.g., “It is time to do homework”), 2) illocutionary
acts: ones incorporating a social function, linking actions
and consequences in the environment where they were
produced by participants of a conversation (e.g., “Do your
homework before you go to sleep”), and 3) perlocutionary
acts, which result from what was said previously, being
a reaction to illocutionary acts, and eventually, leading to
fulfillment of an action (e.g., “OK, I will do it”).

Illocutionary acts in their turn are divided into five
subcategories [40]:

• Declarative. In a declarative speech act, the speaker
introduces a change into the external situation through
affirmation, with consequences in the immediate sur-
rounding reality (e.g., “You have a rating of 10”).

• Commissive. In a commissive speech act, the speaker
commits to doing something in future, thus creating
an obligation with some purpose in the context of the
situation (e.g., “I will be right back!”).

• Expressive. In an act of expressive speech, the speaker
exposes her feelings, state of mind, or emotional reac-
tions with respect to the situation being experienced
(e.g., “To be honest, today I feel very bad”).

• Directive. In a directive speech act, the speaker tries
to incite a desired action, with different degrees of
assertiveness (e.g., “You must finish your chores to-
day”).

• Representative. In a representative speech act, the
speaker expresses her belief about the veracity of a
proposition, accepting, denying, or simply expressing
her opinion about something, trying to convince the
interlocutor of what is being said (e.g., “The math test
was easy, really”).

The second line of research on affective chatbots in-
cludes works addressing the issue of intention recognition
using speech act classification. In [42] the authors proposed
a hierarchical Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for learn-
ing sequences of Dialogue Acts (DAs). The input to the
network was a sequence of expressions and the output was
a sequence of labels. The model relied on the hierarchical
structure of dialog data by using two nested RNNs, thus
making it possible to capture long-range relationships at

both levels: dialog and expression. The model enhanced
its responses with an attention mechanism that focused on
salient cues in utterances. To evaluate the authors’ proposal,
two sets of data were used, Switchboard and MapTask, and
the subsequent experiments showed a good performance of
the model.

The work in [43] explored different techniques or meth-
ods of context representation using neural networks for dia-
log acts classification in such a way that, given sentences in
a conversation, sufficient information for classification was
captured by combining RNN architectures with attention
mechanisms at different context levels. The results obtained
in this work showed that the use of RNN architecture is
relevant for an adequate representation of the context.

Based on previous work on DA classification by se-
quence labeling with hierarchical deep neural networks, the
research in [44] added the power of a context-aware self-
serving mechanism to their conversational model. The au-
thors performed extensive evaluations on relevant datasets.
The results showed a significant improvement on the
Switchboard corpus. Also, the model performed well to
capture semantic text representation at the expression level,
while maintaining high precision.

III. ANALYSIS & PROPOSED SOLUTION

The review of studies in Section II, also summarized
in Table I, shows that there still does not exist a single
method or technique sufficient to correctly recognize the
user’s true intentions and emotions and at the same time to
satisfy her high expectations of the conversational skills of
a chatbot. This is the reason why it is necessary to propose
a novel and hybrid approach to the issue. Our proposal is
shown in the diagram of Fig. 1, which consists of three
independent modules and a Dialog Manager (DM). The
first and second modules will recognize the intentions and
emotions of the user in a conversation, respectively. The
first step in these modules is preprocessing the structured
input to make it easier for the model to manage. At this
step such Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
as tokenization, lemmatization, and stemming will be used.
In the second step, each module will independently use AI-
driven strategies to obtain the intentions and emotions of
the user, then passing them to the DM, where both results
will be taken into account to get a better understanding of
the user request. The flow then goes to the third module
which is expected to generate a high-quality response using
machine learning techniques trained on a big corpus.

IV. CONCLUSION

The architecture of the chatbot in this work is in devel-
opment, but it is expected that once it is completed, it will
generate appropriate responses in content and emotion due
to our novel approach elaborated upon a careful revision of
the existing studies summarized in Table I. The chatbot will
use a set of techniques and independent functions of the
modules of its model, where the first module will obtain the
user intentions under the Speech Acts Theory (SAT) and
the second module will recognize emotions. The output
of both modules will be integrated within the system to
produce relevant responses. In future, we will implement
and evaluate the chatbot proposed in this paper.1469



TABLE I
PURPOSE AND CATEGORIZATION OF STUDIES IN RELATED WORKS

Study Purpose of study Categorization by recognition of
emotions intentions

Song et al. [14] Propose an emotional dialogue system using a seq2seq model to determine
emotions with which to respond explicitly or implicitly

X

Majumder et al.
[18]

Propose a model based on an encoder-decoder transformer with some randomness
included in emotional responses to obtain a variety of responses

X

Zhou et al. [30] Propose a model to generate relevant responses with sense and emotion employing
internal and external memory

X

Asghar et al. [31] Develop three novel methods to generate responses with affective content using an
LSTM conversational model

X

Ghosh et al. [33] Propose an LSTM language model using LIWC to recognize affective features and
generate conversational text

X

Liu et al. [36] Use an affective lexicon to understand user emotions embedding them in word
vectors, then employing a CVAE-based model to enhance emotion diversity in
generated responses

X

Yao et al. [37] Propose a model to generate different and consistent emotional responses from the
same input

X

Zhou et al. [38] Develop a neural model to generate conversational responses with a supervised
approach for emotion recognition producing emotional diversity

X

Fung et al. [39] Propose a prototype system of empathetic robots using deep learning to recognize
emotions and humor

X

Tran et al. [42] Propose a hierarchical RNN for learning sequences of DAs, taking advantage of
the nature of dialogue information to improve results

X

Ortega and Vu
[43]

Explore different techniques or methods of context representation using neural
networks for the classification of DAs

X

Raheja and
Tetreault [44]

Propose a method for DA classification, labeling the utterances using hierarchical
deep neural networks and adding the power of a context-aware self-serving
mechanism

X

Fig. 1. System diagram of a chatbot showing the interaction between Dialog Manager and three modules
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